Software Replication License

AV-QPQB-TH

Software: ServerWORKS Agent

Authorization

You are authorized to make multiple copies of the software specified above and the accompanying documentation, provided that:

- You received this license document and accompanying media and documentation from either Digital or an authorized Digital Business Partner.

- You copy the software only to those devices or computers specified above or, if none are specified, only to Digital-manufactured or Digital-supplied devices or computers that execute the software.

- You limit copies to devices or computers that are owned or controlled by you.

- You include the Digital copyright notice on all copies of the software and documentation.

Restrictions

This Software Replication License is not transferable.

A copy of the software on a device or computer and a copy of the documentation may be transferred with the device or computer. The accompanying media, documentation, and software are provided 'as is,' without warranty.
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